
limit jam

Who of you is curious about a group practice I want to explore?

- connecting and grounding through touch, impact-play and
togetherness

- naked body, no image
- practicing awareness of all the shells, layers and proximities

simultaneously

I booked a cosy studio (with shower) and it'll be open:

SundayHeileHaus 29 Jan 2023

9:30-13h

Invitation

This is an open invitation to
unlearn how naked bodies
encounter each other, and
how we imagine intimacy.

You will trace your emotional
body and affirm safe
boundaries for you in the
group situation. Don't hesitate
to set a boundary even
(especially) if you are not sure
about it.

Shared Space

We share responsibility to
make this space nurturing. We
have diverse needs and
desires which we don't always
understand, and agree to
affirm and act on everyone's
needs, desires and
boundaries.

There are showers, so bring a
towel. Body fluids are  fine,
and let's wash them off.

How to participate

No formal dance training is required,
but you need to be ready  to articulate
your needs in some way, and to forget
all images of intimacy.

Drop me a message, and we
schedule a quick call before Sunday.
I am very happy to answer questions
and to hear your thoughts <3

instagram.com/flupsiupsi

upsiflu@gmail.com

+4917697310643

If �o� ��e c���o�� �bo�� �h� �i��t ���, re�� �h� �o�l����g �a��s.
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https://www.google.com/maps/place/HeileHaus/data=!4m2!3m1!19sChIJfRetYTFOqEcR7EEJhcD_Db0
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The limit jam is a practice for bodies in a space to encounter each other's
layers: skin, muscles, fascia, bones, organs. We use touch, friction, weight,
impact, pressure, release, vibration and ondulation. There is no spectator and
no camera, and we can engage with non-image, non-verbal ways of
perceiving bodies and situations.

Motivation
When bodies meet, perhaps we make meaning of each other through clothes,
social relations, normative body-images, knowledge about the space and
occasion and rules.

I'm interested in situations where we don't rely on this information, where
bodies meet and know nothing about each other. The limit jam, which I
developed with some friends a few years ago, was a practice where we'd
specifically explore encounters of pressure, impact, touch. When two bodies
press against each other, then the so� and hard tissues interact. We get to feel
the many layers and shells of the body: bones, fat, skin, aura, temperature,
kinesphere, bubbles… What is between the limit? That was a very precious
experience. Consecutive group practices explored related material such as
nakednes (in public situations, in a safe studio space, and in digital surfaces)
and embodied memory. Now I invite you to try out naked limit jam.

https://youtu.be/6yu4Pk_CtqQ
https://drive.google.com/open?id=13jLk15vAQz6KX-QnLTJEIxSAsDF-diAH


Curiosities
I'm curious how our bodies will feel and navigate this proposal, and I will
collect your feedback a�er the practice.

These are my personal questions and desires I bring into the space:

- I want to connect on the level of touch and gentle impact

- I need a warm, safe, cozy space for grounding in cold times

- I want to practice a body non-image

- I wish to practicey boundaries: how they are with me in every situation, how
to express and practice them, and to recognize them in other bodies.

- I am curious to explore the space between listening and giving impulse.

What we will do
● Centering the awareness on the abutting surfaces

● Simultaneously giving and receiving pressure, thinking and feeling,
exploring and affirming boundaries

● Inspired by the Shells, I prepared some prompts for destabilising
assumptions so that we can find out other ways to imagine how
encounters between bodies. You can find some of them on the
following page.

https://www.are.na/flupsi-upsi/shell-3fezyrjc5iy


(1)

Shellter - mask - self-replacement - ritual

(2)

negative space as positive space as negative
space as positive space as negative space as …

(3)

Gap -- disContinuity



(4)

Totality - Leakage / already - connected

(5)

Agency-with / re-pair

(6)

Layers in, and around, the body


